ABSTRACT

Solid State Drives (SSDs) are complex devices with varying internal implementations, resulting in subtle differences in behavior between devices. In this paper, we demonstrate how a database engine can be optimized for a particular device by learning its hidden parameters. This can not only improve an application’s performance, but also potentially increase the lifetime of the SSD. Our approach for optimizing a database for a given SSD consists of three steps: learning the hidden parameters of the device, proposing rules to analyze the I/O behavior of the database, and optimizing the database by eliminating violations of these rules.

We obtain two different characteristics of an SSD, namely the request size profile and the location profile, from which we learn multiple internal parameters. Based on these parameters, we propose rules to analyze the I/O behavior of a database engine. Using these rules, we uncover sub-optimal I/O patterns in SQLite3 and MariaDB when running on our experimental SSDs. Finally, we present three techniques to optimize these database engines: (1) use-hot-locations on SSD-S, which improves the SELECT operation throughput of SQLite3 and MariaDB by 29% and 27% respectively; it also improves the performance of YCSB on MariaDB by 1%-22% depending on the workload mix, (2) write-aligned-stripes on SSD-T, reduces the wear-out caused by SQLite3 write-ahead log (WAL) file by 3.1%, and (3) contain-write-in-flash-page on SSD-T, which reduces the wear-out caused by the MariaDB binary log file by 6.7%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solid State Drives (SSDs) are widely used persistent storage devices, typically built with NAND Flash [7] and more recently with 3D XPoint memory [2]. They are integrated circuit assemblies with no mechanical parts, and are faster than hard disks as a result [1,21,32]. The behavior of SSDs is greatly influenced by their hierarchical architecture (§2.1), and the properties of the storage medium used (§2.2). For instance, a distinctive feature of SSDs is the abundance of internal parallelism, which is a consequence of their hierarchical organization.

Behind the block interface of SSDs, the internal operation and the organization of flash memory varies from one device to another. There is no silver bullet when it comes to completely determining the internal operation of an SSD. Different manufacturers use different internal policies with hidden parameters, which results in a spectrum of device characteristics. However, external measurements can be used to study these characteristics, and sometimes reveal information regarding the internal parameters of the device.

While previous work (§2.2) prescribes general guidelines to use SSDs effectively, it is possible to further optimize an application for a specific device by studying its unique characteristics. The aim of this paper is to describe ways to learn hidden parameters of an SSD, and demonstrate how these parameters can be used to optimize a database engine for a given device. The benefits of optimizing a database for an SSD are twofold: it can improve the immediate performance of the database engine through better utilization of the SSD’s internal parallelism, and can have long-term benefits such as increasing the lifetime of the device.

To motivate why optimizing for a particular SSD could be useful, consider a datacenter with a million SSDs of the same make [49] running a common service. Let us assume that the average lifetime of an SSD in the fleet is one year [39]. A 1% improvement in lifetime would equal an additional 3.65 days for an individual SSD, but 3,650,000 machine days for the whole fleet. Thus, even the slightest improvement in lifetime (or performance) by optimizing the service for that particular make of SSD can cumulatively be very beneficial.

Our contribution towards optimizing a database system for a given SSD consists of the following three parts (§3):

1. Obtaining SSD characteristics and learning internal parameters (§3.1): We study two different characteristics of an SSD, namely the request size profile (§3.1.1) and the location profile (§3.1.2, [25]). From these characteristics, we learn five different internal parameters: the desirable write request sizes, the stripe size, the chunk size, the flash page size, and hot locations in the logical address space. We have performed experiments on SSDs from four different manufacturers, and the internal parameters learned have been summarized in Table 1.
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We demonstrate that the knowledge of internal parameters and MariaDB by 3.1% and 6.7% respectively (§2.2). We also discuss some common recommendations for applications informed by the general structure and behavior of SSDs.

2.1 The Hierarchical Architecture of SSDs

Figure 1 shows the architecture of an SSD. The Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is a key component responsible for managing the resources inside the SSD (Fig. 1a). Internally, NAND flash cells are aggregated into larger units of flash pages (Fig. 1b), which usually range from 2KB to 16KB in modern SSDs [6,31,45]. Flash pages are further aggregated into flash blocks, which are typically in the order of MBs in size. Flash pages and blocks are the smallest units of read(write) and erase operations respectively inside an SSD (discussed further in §2.2).

This hierarchical organization of flash memory is typical to SSDs (Fig. 1), and greatly influences their behavior. SSDs have multiple internal channels (i.e., buses) which can be operated independently, each of which is shared by multiple flash packages (also known as dies). Each flash package consists of chips, which in turn consist of multiple planes. Overall, we have four levels of internal parallelism, corresponding to each level of the storage hierarchy:

- **Channel-level**: Multiple internal channels (or buses) can be operated simultaneously and independently. Each channel is operated by at most one attached flash package at any time.
- **Package-level**: Access to all the packages on a single channel can be interleaved, and commands can be processed by packages simultaneously.

---

1 Intel Optane SSD (SSD-1 in Table 1) is not flash based. It is built with 3D XPoint Memory, but also has a hierarchical internal architecture with multiple channels [30].
Table 1: SSDs used in experiments and their internal parameters learned. In all expressions used, \( i \) is an integer. The desirable write request sizes and the stripe size are learned from the request size profile (§3.1.1), whereas the chunk size, hot locations and the flash page size are learned from the location profile (§3.1.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Desirable Write Request Sizes</th>
<th>Stripe Size</th>
<th>Chunk Size</th>
<th>Hot Locations</th>
<th>Page Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSD-S</td>
<td>Samsung 960 EVO</td>
<td>512GB</td>
<td>NVMe</td>
<td>( 32KB \times i )</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>64KB \times i +32KB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD-I</td>
<td>Intel Optane 905P</td>
<td>480GB</td>
<td>NVMe</td>
<td>( 1KB \times i )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4KB</td>
<td>4KB \times i</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD-T</td>
<td>Toshiba XG5</td>
<td>256GB</td>
<td>NVMe</td>
<td>( 64KB \times i )</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>4KB</td>
<td>4KB \times i</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD-M</td>
<td>Micron M500</td>
<td>120GB</td>
<td>SATA</td>
<td>( 64KB \times i )</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>4KB</td>
<td>4KB \times i</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Chip-level & Plane-level:** Chips inside a flash package, and planes within chips can be accessed simultaneously.

  The choice of physical parameters like the size of flash pages, number of channels, as well as the logic of the FTL are trade secrets of SSD manufacturers. Although the specific details may vary from one make of SSD to another, the internal operation follows similar principles informed by the properties and organization of flash memory.

  2.2 Internal Operation of SSDs and Common Recommendations for Applications

  Three important low-level operations inside an SSD are read, write/program, and erase. Read and write operations are executed in units of flash pages. Unlike HDDs, flash memory is never overwritten directly; it has to be erased before writing again. The erase operation is performed in units of flash blocks, and data is written sequentially in an erased block in units of flash pages. The number of write-erase operations that can be performed on flash memory are limited, thus causing the SSD to wear out over time.

  The FTL is responsible for implementing the block interface of SSDs. This requires the FTL to physically store the data onto the flash memory, and also maintain the mapping of the logical block address to the physical flash address (logical-to-physical address mappings) where data stored. Thus, the FTL plays a critical role of deciding the physical layout of data on flash memory, which is important in determining the immediate performance of the SSD.

  Figure 2 details the steps performed by an SSD to satisfy a read/write request. In both cases, address translation is performed by fetching the (logical-to-physical) address mappings corresponding to the logical address, followed by fetching the flash pages (if any) containing data. Accessing flash pages takes a significant portion of the time in satisfying a request. Hence the physical layout of data in the flash memory hierarchy, as well as the number of flash pages internally accessed is important in determining the immediate performance of an SSD (see Fig. 4 for an example).

  SSD manufacturers have varying FTL implementations with different physical data layout policies. However, the following recommendations for applications have been made [20, 24, 25, 31, 37] based on the general operation of SSDs:

  - **Issue large or sequential write requests.** This allows the SSD to have more compact address mappings by storing information for larger logical units (clustered pages [23, 37] instead of flash pages).

  [3] However, Intel’s 3D XPoint Memory need not be erased before being overwritten.

  [4] Aside from managing the physical layout of data, the FTL is also responsible for various background tasks like garbage collection and wear leveling [26].

  **Figure 2:** Steps performed internally by an SSD to satisfy a read and write request.

  - **Issue write requests with temporal locality.** This can result in faster address translation for subsequent read requests, as the address mappings are likely to be co-located and already present in the SSD’s RAM cache.
  - **Issue large or multiple concurrent read requests.** Large read requests are likely to span over multiple subunits inside an SSD, utilizing internal parallelism. The same holds true for multiple concurrent read requests.
  - **Issue large or multiple concurrent write requests.** This leads to better utilization of the internal parallelism of the SSD, and better performance as a result.
  - **Issue sequential read requests.** SSDs often prefetch data internally [46], resulting in better performance for sequential accesses.
  - **Issue aligned write requests that are multiples of the flash page size.** For these requests, the SSD can skip fetching the existing pages being overwritten completely (step 2 in Fig. 2b). In contrast, requests smaller than the flash page size would need to be padded to fill the page causing write amplification, as more flash memory is being used than necessary. This can also cause read amplification for subsequent read requests.

  The last recommendation requires knowledge of the flash page size, which is a hidden internal parameter of an SSD and is not readily shared by the manufacturers. Our aim in this paper is to go beyond generic recommendations, and make recommendations specific to a device by learning its characteristics through measurements (see §3.2).
3. OPTIMIZING DATABASES FOR AN SSD

In this section, we describe our approach towards optimizing databases for an SSD. We first measure the SSD’s characteristics and learn some internal parameters (§3.1). Informed by these parameters, we describe rules to identify any sub-optimal I/O requests issued by the database engine (§3.2). Finally, we propose techniques to eliminate these sub-optimal I/O requests, and improve the performance of the database engine on the SSD (§3.3). The SSDs used for experiments in this section, as well as their parameters learned have been summarized in Table 1. SSD-S, SSD-T, and SSD-M are NAND flash based, whereas SSD-I is built with 3D XPoint memory.

3.1 Learning SSD Parameters

We study two types of characteristics of an SSD, which help us infer various internal parameters. First, we describe how to obtain the request size profile (§3.1.1), from which we learn the desirable write request sizes and the stripe size of an SSD. Next, we obtain the location profile (§3.1.2) of the SSDs, from which we identify their respective chunk sizes, hot locations, and flash page sizes.

3.1.1 The Request Size Profile

Experiment 1 describes how to obtain the request size profile of an SSD. We start by creating files of size 1GB with sequential write requests of sizes ranging from 1KB to 512KB (filename 512kb-seq refers to a 1GB file created with sequential write requests of size 512KB; likewise for other request sizes). Following this, the latency of read requests to all the files is measured. This experiment helps determine which write request sizes are desirable for a given SSD; a higher latency of read requests indicates an undesirable write request size during file creation.

Fig. 3 shows the request size profile of all the SSDs, and we find that different devices have different characteristics. For a given SSD, we identify the request size at which minimum latency is attained, and all sizes greater than that, as desirable write request sizes. Two factors contribute to higher latency of a read request, namely read/write amplification and higher address translation time. The request size at which the lowest latency is obtained suggests absence of these factors, and is thus desirable. Thus, for SSD-S, request sizes 32KB and above are desirable, whereas for SSD-T and SSD-M, the desirable request sizes are 64KB and above.

Next, we attempt to learn the stripe size of the SSDs. We define the stripe size as the unit of decision of physical layout inside an SSD. Two (aligned) stripes of data have similar layout in terms of the sub-units occupied at each level of the flash hierarchy. The latency of read requests depends on the internal parallelism utilized inside the SSD, which in turn depends on the physical layout of data. Thus, similar latency of read requests indicates a similarity in physical layout of data. Therefore, for SSD-T, files 64kb-seq to 512kb-seq have similar physical layout, indicating that 64KB is the stripe size. By a similar argument, the stripe size of SSD-S and SSD-M is also 64KB.

Unlike the others, SSD-I has constant latency for all the files. Flash-based SSDs can incur read/write amplification, as flash pages are units of read/write operations. However, unlike flash memory, Intel’s 3D XPoint memory is byte-addressable and need not be erased before overwriting, and this is perhaps the reason behind the difference in SSD-T’s behavior. Although we find that none of the request sizes are particularly undesirable for SSD-I, this experiment is insufficient to learn its stripe size.

3.1.2 The Location Profile

We define the chunk size of an SSD as the amount of contiguous data stored on a single channel. Due to the hierarchical architecture of SSDs, the latency of read requests (of chunk size) can vary at different logical address locations. Fig. 4 shows the multiple cases that can arise. If a request
(a) SSD-S. Request sizes 32KB and up are desirable. The latency becomes roughly constant after request size 64KB, indicating that it is the stripe size.

(b) SSD-T. Request sizes 64KB and up are desirable. The latency becomes roughly constant after request size 64KB, indicating that it is the stripe size.

(c) SSD-I. All request sizes are desirable. This experiment is insufficient to learn the stripe size of this SSD.

(d) SSD-M. Request sizes 64KB and up are desirable. The latency becomes roughly constant after request size 64KB, indicating that it is the stripe size.

Figure 3: The Request Size Profile. We learn the stripe size and desirable request sizes from Experiment 1.

Figure 4: Impact of channel-level parallelism on the latency of read requests at different logical address locations. If the flash page size is smaller than the chunk size, channel-level parallelism reduces latency by doubling the bandwidth (Fig. 4c). Otherwise, it increases latency due to read amplification (Fig. 4d).

3.2 Rules to Analyze Database I/O Patterns

In the previous section, we described how to learn some internal parameters of an SSD. In this section, we use these parameters to propose rules for applications when running on a given SSD (§3.2.1).
the rules to analyze the I/O requests (§ 3.2.3 and § 3.2.4). Requests that violate the rules are considered sub-optimal, and identifying such requests reveals opportunities for improving the performance of a database engine on a particular SSD. Thus, using this approach, we study SQLite3 and MariaDB on two of our experimental SSDs, namely SSD-S and SSD-T, and we find sub-optimal I/O patterns in both of these database engines.

3.2.1 Rules to Identify Sub-Optimal I/O Requests

We propose the following rules for applications to follow when issuing I/O requests to a particular SSD. Requests violating these rules are considered sub-optimal.

• **Rule 1**: Issue write requests that are multiples of the minimum desirable write request size. Requests not obeying this rule either cause write amplification, or require more flash memory for storing logical-to-physical address mappings.

• **Rule 2**: Issue read requests of chunk size at hot locations whenever possible. Hot locations in the logical address space provide significantly lower latencies, and the application should use this advantage if it can.

• **Rule 3**: Issue write requests aligned with stripe boundaries, preferably of stripe size. Overwriting stripes completely is desirable, as any existing data and address mappings can be invalidated without fetching additional flash pages. Also, unaligned requests can disturb the regularity of hot locations (discussed further in Rule 4).

• **Rule 4**: Do not issue unaligned write requests of chunk size. The distribution of chunks over channels determines where hot locations occur in the logical address space. Issuing write requests not aligned with chunks can destroy the regularity of hot locations.

• **Rule 5**: Issue write requests such that the number of flash pages modified are minimum. For instance, write requests smaller than the flash page size will internally be padded up to a page, and thus require at least a single flash page. However, a small write request spanning two flash pages will require modifying both the pages, causing greater write amplification than necessary, and should be avoided.

It should be noted that these rules help with maximizing the performance of the SSD alone. However, the requirements of the application also need to be considered for an overall improvement in performance. For instance, it would be incorrect to conclude that the database engine should always issue an I/O of 64KB (stripe size) instead of say, 16KB. Doing so might entail more I/O time than necessary and could degrade the overall performance.

3.2.2 The Benchmark Experiment

We run a benchmark experiment and record the I/O calls issued by the database engine for subsequent analysis using the above rules. This experiment helps isolate the insert/select operation throughput of the database engine as a measure of its performance. The experiment starts with an initial database containing 10 million key-value pairs in a single table. The key and value sizes are 32-byte and 100-byte respectively, and the initial size of the data is about 1.2GB. The experiment involves a single client running multiple iterations, with each iteration containing the following two phases:

1. Insert 50,000 new key-value pairs into the database in a random order.
2. Run 50,000 select queries generated randomly on the set of keys present in the database.

The size of the database increases by about 6MB (50,000 × 132B) during an iteration. The same workload has been run in all cases by using a fixed random seed. All the select operations are run in the same transaction, whereas the number of insert operations per transaction varies (details regarding this have been specified wherever applicable).

This experiment is similar to SQLite's benchmarking of its backend library [10]. However, informed by previous work [43], we perform operations on a non-empty database instead. Required measurements (like measuring insert/select operation throughput, recording I/O calls using strace [12], etc.) are made during the experiment.

3.2.3 Analyzing the I/O behavior of B+-Tree Indices

We study the I/O calls issued by SQLite3 and MariaDB to their primary index database files, to find any sub-optimal requests violating the rules (§3.2.1) on SSD-S. In both of these systems, the primary index file is structured as a B+-Tree [9,14], and is divided into database pages. Each database

---

(a) SSD-S. Latency of reads at offset group 32KB is 39% lower than offset at group 0. The chunk size is 64KB, and the hot locations are at offset group 32KB.

(b) SSD-T. Latency of read requests at offset group 0 is 38% lower compared to others. The chunk size is 4KB, and the hot locations are at offset group 0.

(c) SSD-I. Latency of read requests at offset group 0 is 9% lower compared to others. The chunk size is 4KB, and the hot locations are at offset group 0.

(d) SSD-M. Latency of read requests at offset group 0 is 20% lower compared to others. The chunk size is 4KB, and the hot locations are at offset group 0.
Figure 6: I/O profile of SQLite3 and MariaDB B+-Tree index files during an iteration of the benchmark experiment for a B+-Tree page size of 64KB. Pages are laid out contiguously in the index file, resulting in aligned requests that are multiples of 64KB. Both the databases violate Rule 2, as read requests are not issued to hot locations on SSD-S.

The page corresponds to a node in the B+-tree (Fig. 9a), and the leaf nodes contain data rows.

We investigate the I/O behavior of both the database engines for a B+-Tree (database) page size of 64KB. This matches the stripe size of most of our SSDs, which will be useful for a more comprehensive discussion involving the proposed rules. A single iteration of the benchmark experiment (§3.2.2) has been run with each insert operation in a separate transaction. Both database engines have been run in their default journaling modes (i.e., rollback journaling for SQLite3, and undo/redo logging in MariaDB w/InnoDB).

Fig. 6a shows the write requests made by both the database engines to their corresponding primary index files. We see that all the write requests are issued at aligned offsets, and are a multiple of the stripe size of SSD-S (64KB). Thus, none of the rules have been violated while issuing write requests.

Fig. 6b shows the read requests issued to the B+-tree index file by both the engines. The read requests of size 64KB at aligned offsets correspond to accessing pages from the index file. These requests violate Rule 2, as they are not issued to hot locations on SSD-S. The smaller read requests of size 100B and 4B are issued by SQLite3 to its database index file. These requests are much smaller than a flash page and will cause read amplification. MariaDB doesn’t issue any small read requests to its B+-Tree database file.

3.2.4 Analyzing the I/O Behavior of Log Files

We consider the logging behavior of SQLite3 and MariaDB on SSD-T. We have studied SQLite3 in its write-ahead logging (WAL) mode\(^6\) [17], whereas we run MariaDB in its default mode involving undo/redo logging.

Fig. 7a show SQLite3’s write requests to the WAL file. The 64KB requests correspond to writing dirty database pages to the log, and the smaller write requests of 24B (which violate Rule 1) are for writing the log frame headers (Fig. 11a). Both these requests are increasingly unaligned with stripe boundaries, and violate Rule 3. All read requests (Fig. 7b) are of size 64KB, and are increasingly offset into the stripe boundary. These requests are not issued at a 1KB boundary, and will cause read amplification inside the SSD.

Compared to SQLite3, MariaDB has multiple log files to provide MVCC (undo logs), ensure crash recovery (redo logs), avoid broken pages (doublewrite buffer), and provide log shipping to replicas (the binary log). These logs are contained in different tablespace files described in Fig. 8, and the I/O requests to these files are discussed below.

1. **The System Tablespace** (*ibdata*) : Write requests of size 64KB aligning with stripe boundaries are issued, and none of the rules are violated\(^7\).

2. **The Redo Log** (*ib_logfile*) : Write requests of size 512B are issued at offsets aligning with 512B boundary (thus contained in a single flash page). Rules 1 & 3 are violated.

3. **The Binary Log** (*{hostname}-bin*) : Small write requests of varying sizes at varying offsets are issued to this file. Rules 1, 3, and 5 are violated.

\(^6\)SQLite3 in the rollback journal mode issues a mix of small and large writes to the log, similar to the WAL mode (see Fig. 7a). However, we only study the WAL file as a representative example.

\(^7\)Rule 2 would have been violated on SSD-S, but not on SSD-T as its hot locations are at offset group 0. This file’s layout is similar to the B+-Tree index file (Fig. 9a). However, we do not recommend applying the technique use-hot-locations to this file (see §4.1.3).
We propose the following techniques:

3.3 Techniques to Optimize Performance

Having studied the I/O behavior of SQLite3 and MariaDB, we now propose techniques to improve their performance by eliminating sub-optimal I/O patterns. This is achieved by examining the data-structures used and making modifications to them to obtain the desired I/O behavior, while also considering the database engine’s performance. We propose the following techniques:

1. **use-hot-locations on SSD-S**: Fig. 9a shows the original layout of the B+ -Tree database file of both SQLite3 and MariaDB, where database pages align with internal stripes of SSD-S. This violates Rule 2 (see Fig. 6b), as read requests are issued at stripe boundaries instead of the hot locations (32KB offset group on SSD-S). To place the pages at hot locations, we offset them by 32KB in the modified layout of the file (Fig. 9b). However, in order to comply with Rule 3, write requests should continue to align with stripe boundaries, as shown in Fig. 9b. This technique is ineffective on the remaining SSDs as their hot locations are at offset group 0 (Rule 2 isn’t violated).

2. **write-aligned-stripes on SSD-T**: The SQLite3 WAL log file originally contains frames of size 64KB+24B. We include the 24B header frame in the page, to issue write requests of stripe size.

3. **contain-write-in-flash-page on SSD-T**: The MariaDB redo log and binary log both violate Rules 1 & 3 (Fig. 8), as the requests are small and unaligned. However, issuing larger write requests would increase the latency of commit operation, and degrade the DB engine’s performance. Additionally, the binary log also violates Rule 5, as shown in Fig. 10a. This violation can be eliminated by modifying the layout of the binary file as in Fig. 10b, where entries spanning multiple flash pages are offset to align with the next page boundary. This technique will also be effective on SSD-M, with a flash page size of 4KB.
4. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed techniques, namely `use-hot-locations` (§4.1), `write-aligned-stripes` (§4.2), and `create-align-write-in-flash-page` (§4.3). While the former method improves the immediate performance of both the database engines on SSD-S, the latter two eliminate write amplification and increase the lifetime of SSD-T.

4.1 use-hot-locations on SSD-S

We apply the method `use-hot-locations` (Fig. 9) to both SQLite3 and MariaDB, and modify the layout of the $B^+$-Tree database file as shown in Fig. 9b. Improvement in performance is measured as the increase in operation throughput when running the benchmark experiment (§3.2.2) on SSD-S. We first describe our experimental setup (§4.1.1), followed by discussing the performance of SQLite3 (§4.1.2) and MariaDB (§4.1.3) with the modified database file layout, and finally summarize our observations (§4.1.4).

4.1.1 Experimental Setup

As before, SQLite3 and MariaDB have been configured with a $B^+$-Tree database page size of 64KB in their default journaling modes (rollback journaling and undo/redo logging respectively). The benchmark experiment (described in §3.2.2) has been run for 100 iterations, and the throughput of insert and select operations during each iteration has been measured. This experiment helps us isolate and quantify the impact of `use-hot-locations`, without interference from any other factors.

Theoretically, the benefit of `use-hot-locations` would be the same as the reduction in latency of read requests, i.e., 39% on SSD-S (corresponds to a 64% increase in throughput of select operations). However, applications seldom run solely on disk, and we measure the benefit of this technique in the presence of main memory. Thus, we configure the buffer pool size of SQLite3 and MariaDB to 128MB; this size is heuristically chosen to be about 10% of the initial database size before the start of the experiment (1.2GB).

Modifying the database file layout to use hot locations on SSD-S required changing the I/O modules of SQLite3 (file os_unix.c) and MariaDB (file innodb/os_suffix_file.cc), to offset I/O requests to the $B^+$-Tree index file by 32KB. Additionally, in both the database engines, the module for flushing dirty pages from the buffer pool to the database file was modified to issue aligned write requests as shown in Fig. 9b. Overall, we found that this technique could be incorporated with about 200 lines of code in both of these database libraries.

4.1.2 Performance of SQLite3

We run the benchmark experiment with each insert operation in a separate transaction on SQLite3 with (and without) `use-hot-locations` on SSD-S. Figure 12a shows the throughput of select and insert operations over multiple iterations of the benchmark experiment. On an average, we see that the throughput of select operations is 30.4% higher with `use-hot-locations` compared to the original layout. As the database pages coincide with hot locations in the modified file layout, they can be accessed faster (by 39% on SSD-S) thus reducing the latency of select operations.

On the other hand, the throughput of insert operations is 15% lower than the original layout. The first step of an insert operation is a seek on the $B^+$-Tree (similar to select), which will be faster with `use-hot-locations`. However, an additional `fsync` needs to be issued at the time of commit (Fig. 9b), to ensure that write requests align with stripe boundaries. This `fsync` acts like a write barrier which guarantees that adjacent write requests are not merged by the OS; they would otherwise overwrite the stripe boundary and violate Rule 3. Thus, the overhead of the `fsync` outweighs the benefit of faster seek in this case.

\[ \text{Throughput of insert/select operations in an iteration is measured as } \frac{\text{number of operations}}{\text{time taken in seconds}} = \frac{50,000 \text{ operations}}{\text{time taken in seconds}}. \]

\[ \text{Only one additional fsync call is necessary. Non-adjacent write requests are not merged by the OS and can be issued together.} \]
writers seemingly block readers in both these workloads. For select(insert) operations, we see that the performance use-hot-locations is higher compared to the original. The average improvement in throughput is 26.6%(0.9%) over all the iterations. There is no loss in insert operation throughput unlike SQLite3. The System Tablespace file (Fig. 8a) of MariaDB (InnoDB) asynchronously copies updates to the database file using background threads, hiding the overhead of additional fsync (see §4.1.3).

To reduce the overhead of fsync, we measure the throughput of insert (and select) operations by running the benchmark experiment five times (Fig. 12b) (100 iterations are run each time) while varying the number of insert operations running in a transaction from 1 to 50,000 (i.e., varying the number transactions in the insert phase of an iteration from 50,000 to 1). Increasing the number of insert operations in a transaction (i.e., batching insert operations) amortizes the overhead fsync and improves the insert operation throughput. We find that the loss in throughput becomes less than 2% when running 500 insert operations per transaction, and ultimately, we obtain a 3% increase in throughput when running all 50,000 insert operations in a single transaction. Also, as expected, the performance of select operations does not depend on the granularity of transactions in the insert phase, and we obtain a median increase of 29.2% in the throughput of select operations.

4.1.3 Performance of MariaDB

Once again, the benchmark experiment has been run with each insert operation in a separate transaction on MariaDB with (and without) use-hot-locations on SSD-S. Fig. 13a shows the throughput of select and insert operations over multiple iterations of the benchmark experiment. Similar to SQLite3, we obtain an average 26.6% increase in throughput of select operations.

However, unlike SQLite3, we do not incur any loss in insert operation throughput. This is because MariaDB (InnoDB) writes updates to the redo log at the time of commit, and asynchronously copies the updates to the database file using background threads. Thus, the overhead of the additional fsync is incurred in the background, and the observed performance of the database engine remains unchanged.

To further evaluate the benefit of use-hot-locations on MariaDB, we run the YCSB benchmark [18] with a million database records (Fig. 13b). Each of the workloads (a-f) (refer to Fig. 13b for the composition of these workloads) affect 100K records of the database. The highest gain obtained is 22.3% for workloadc (all reads), while the lowest is obtained for workloada and workloadf (3% and 1.1% respectively) as writers seemingly block readers in both these workloads.

In conclusion, while the select operation throughput increases (by 29% and 27% for SQLite3 and MariaDB respectively) with use-hot-locations, the throughput of insert operations can vary depending upon how the database engine handles updates. In the case of SQLite3, the overhead of the additional fsync reduced the insert operation throughput by 15%, as dirty pages were written to the database file directly. However, MariaDB (InnoDB) commits any updates to the redo log instead, and the observed performance of insert operations is not affected by the fsync.

It should be noted that the reduction in insert operation throughput of SQLite3 results from the additional fsync call, for lack of a better way to ensure that write requests align with stripe boundaries. This exemplifies the lack of synergy between the database system and the underlying storage, thus requiring workarounds to obtain the desired behavior. With a better contract between the system and the storage device, such an overhead could perhaps be avoided.

4.2 write-aligned-stripes on SSD-T

We apply the method write-aligned-stripes (Fig. 11) to SQLite3 and modify the layout of the WAL log file as shown in Fig. 11b. As the log frames are modified to be of stripe size (64KB for SSD-T), we eliminate the violation of Rule 3 when writing to this file.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup

Again, SQLite3 has been configured with a database page size of 64KB in the write-ahead logging (WAL) mode. The benchmark experiment (§3.2.2) has been run for 20 iterations with a single insert operation per transaction. Auto-checkpointing in SQLite3 has been turned off (by setting...
wal_autocheckpoint to zero [5]), and an explicit checkpoint is performed at the end of every iteration.

Various measurements are made during every iteration, and have been summarized in Table 2. Modifying the layout of the WAL log file required making changes to the write-ahead logging module of SQLite3 (file wal.c), along with reserving space at the end of every database page using SQLITE_TESTCTRL_RESERVE [8] operation. Overall, this change could be incorporated with less than 100 lines of code in a highly modular manner, without affecting any other sub-modules of SQLite3.

4.2.2 Observed Performance

Table 2 shows the result of this experiment. We first discuss the directly measurable performance metrics of the database engine.

1. The Initial and Final DB file sizes: As 24B of space is reserved at the end of a database page in the new layout (Fig. 11b), its capacity is reduced by a small amount. Thus, we see that the size of the database file is slightly larger compared to the original format.

2. Average Throughput of Insert Operations: We find that the throughput with the modified WAL layout is slightly higher (0.7%). This is to be expected as the size of the log frame is smaller in the modified layout, leading to faster commit operations as lesser amount of data needs to be written to the log.

3. Average WAL checkpoint time: At the end of every iteration, we checkpoint the WAL log and measure the time taken to complete this operation. We find that the average time taken for the checkpoint operation on an average is quite low, and is approximately the same in both cases (3.4% higher for the modified layout).

4. Average number of WAL frames written per iteration: Again, we find that roughly same number of frames are written to the log in both cases. However, the objective of recording this is to estimate the amount of flash wear-out caused during the experiment.

Thus, we find that the observed performance in both cases is about the same. However, the goal of write-aligned-stripes is to eliminate write amplification, which we describe next.

4.2.3 Write Amplification and Estimated Wear-out

We measure write amplification as the number of partially written flash pages. In the original layout of the WAL log file, the 24B header causes a frame to spill over the 64KB boundary. WAL frames are written to the log file continuously on a commit. Thus, the amount of overflow beyond the 64KB boundary on a commit in the original layout is:

\[ \text{Overflow} = 24B \times \text{Number of frames written} \]

Although the write amplification can be accurately measured in units of flash pages, the total write-out caused depends on the flash page size. We calculate the wear-out as:

\[ \text{Flash wear-out} = \text{Number of frames written} \times 64KB \]

Fig. 14 shows the total flash wear-out caused during the experiment for possible flash page sizes. The difference in wear-out between the original and modified layout depends on the size of the flash page, and ranges from 1.6% to 12.4%.

In the experiment, a single insert operation has been run per transaction, and the number of frames written on a commit is low (two frames on average). Thus, the overflow is < 100B, which can easily be contained in a single flash page irrespective of its size (the size of a flash page ranges from 2KB to 16KB [6, 31, 45]). Therefore, we report the write amplification in the original layout as 50,000 flash pages, as a single additional flash page is written on a commit operation. The modified layout of the WAL log file has no overflow and no write amplification as a result.

Thus, the increase in lifetime ranges from 1.6% to 12.4%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Optimized (write-aligned-stripes)</th>
<th>Difference (Optimized vs Original)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial DB Size</td>
<td>19424 DB pages (of size 64KB)</td>
<td>19448 DB pages (of size 64KB)</td>
<td>increases by 0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final DB File Size (after 20 iterations)</td>
<td>21418 DB pages (of size 64KB)</td>
<td>21436 DB pages (of size 64KB)</td>
<td>increases by 0.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Insert Operation Throughput</td>
<td>288 Insert/s (of size 64KB)</td>
<td>290 Insert/s (of size 64KB)</td>
<td>increases by 0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. WAL Checkpoint Time</td>
<td>0.087s</td>
<td>0.098s</td>
<td>increases by 3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. WAL frames written per iteration</td>
<td>101133</td>
<td>101155</td>
<td>decreases by 0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Amplification per iteration</td>
<td>50000 flash pages</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>decreases by 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Measuring the benefit of write-aligned-stripes in terms of reduction in wear-out. The total flash wear-out caused during the experiment is estimated for different flash page sizes. Decreasing the wear-out corresponds to increasing the lifetime of the SSD. Thus, the increase in lifetime ranges from 1.6% to 12.4%.
4.3 contain-write-in-flash-page on SSD-T

We apply the technique contain-write-in-flash-page (Fig. 10) to the MariaDB binary log file on SSD-T. We run the benchmark experiment for 20 iterations, which results in about one million write operations to the binary log file (one write request for each insert operation’s commit) of size 275B on an average. 6.7% of these write requests fall on the flash page boundary violating Rule 5. Although the actual size of the binary log is about 262MB, the total flash wear-out caused is $1.067 \times M \times \text{flash page size}(4\text{KB}) = 4.1\text{GB}$. Thus, by offsetting these write requests to align with the next flash page boundary, we reduce the write amplification caused by the binary log by 6.7%\(^{10}\) (262MB). This technique can be applied on any SSD, by making a conservative guess (say 1KB) if the flash page size is not known.

5. RELATED WORK

There is a fair amount of existing work on adapting B-Trees for flash-based SSD storage [19,35,38,40,44,48] based on general recommendations described in §2.2. A large portion of the work focuses on optimizing write operations to the SSD. Small random write operations deteriorate the performance obtained for reasons like write amplification, low bandwidth utilization, and increased address translation overhead. These can be overcome through buffering to issue large write requests [19,35,38,48], and through logging [40].

In [44], authors attempt to improve select performance by utilizing the internal parallelism of SSDs. This is achieved by issuing multiple read requests corresponding to multiple concurrent search operations on the B-Tree. In contrast, using hot locations reduces the latency of a single request through effective utilization of channel-level parallelism.

The internal operation of SSDs and its impact on applications has been extensively studied [20,24,25,31,37,42]. Multiple authors have studied factors like read and write amplification [33,47], the impact of address translation [20,29,31], performance of sequential vs. random requests [20,24,25,37], and proposed rules for applications based on them. These recommendations are based on the general behavior of SSDs, and have been summarized in §2.2.

The hierarchical structure of SSDs [20,25,34,37] and utilizing the multiple levels of parallelism [20,34] to improve the performance of the device have been of interest in the past. Multiple authors have taken a white box approach [20,26,34,36,41] to propose how internal operations such as address translation should be handled. These studies emphasize the importance of channel-level parallelism [34], and have helped us build an analytical model of SSDs to reason about the performance obtained in different scenarios.

However, in the real world, commercial SSDs are black boxes and we have attempted to learn their characteristics and parameters through measurements. Our experiment for obtaining the request size profile (§3.1.1) is informed by previous work which describes the utilization of RAID-like striping schemes [20,27] to distribute data at multiple levels of the storage hierarchy, whereas obtaining the location profile (§3.1.2) has been adapted from [25].

A similar approach of treating SSDs as a black box, and inferring the internal parameters through measurement has been taken in [25,37]. Chen et al. [25] propose experiments to identify the chunk size and number of channels in an SSD.

\(^{10}\)The benefit of this technique will vary, as the size of write requests to the binary log depends on the workload.

However, their main focus is to show the benefit of issuing concurrent requests to an SSD, and their recommendations make limited to no use of these parameters. Unlike [25], Jaehong et al. [37] attempt to find the clustered page and block size through various measurements, as well as use these parameters to tune the Linux I/O scheduler. Their objective is similar to our work, i.e., making SSD-specific optimizations informed by internal parameters. However, there are two differences between our work and [37]. First, the parameters considered in our work are different from [37]. Second, our recommendations for SSD-specific optimizations are at the application-level; for instance, techniques like write-aligned-stripes cannot be directly implemented in the OS, and decisions such as applying use-hot-locations to the primary index file alone, and not to the System Tablespace file can only be made by the application.

In recent years, open-channel SSDs [22] have been developed, which do not have an FTL and instead give the user full control over available resources. However, a vast majority of SSDs used are manufactured by commercial vendors, who do not reveal their internal policies. With the advent of persistent memory technologies such as 3D XPoint memory [30], one can expect hybrid devices to be developed, possibly requiring newer techniques to learn their parameters as the complexity if these devices increases.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, we have shown that optimizing a database engine for a particular SSD can be beneficial. Our contributions are threefold: learning hidden parameters of SSDs (§3.1), proposing rules specific to a device (§3.2), and optimizing database engines for the device using these rules (§3.3). We have studied SQLite3 and MariaDB as part of our work, and we propose three techniques to optimize these database engines, namely use-hot-locations (Fig. 9), write-aligned-stripes (Fig. 11), and contain-write-in-flash-page (Fig. 10). These techniques increased the throughput of select operations by 27-29% on SSD-S, and reduced the wear-out caused to SSD-T by 3.1% and 6.7% respectively.

As future work, it is possible to implement the proposed rules and techniques in an independent pluggable layer for applications to use. We envision this layer to be highly configurable, as often applications have the broader view of their performance goals and some corrections (eg. write-aligned-stripes) can be best made by them. Overall, SSDs are complex devices with a range of characteristics. We would like to reiterate that there is no silver bullet to learn all the internal parameters of every SSD. However, we believe that such an attempt is worthwhile, and we have found that besides benefiting the database engine they can improve the expected performance and the lifetime of the SSD as well. The parameters learned and the recommendations outlined in this paper are by no means complete, and the most reliable source of this information are vendors themselves. Thus, we would like to end with a recommendation for SSD manufacturers to be more transparent regarding basic parameters such as the flash page size and the stripe size.
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